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Chickamauga battlefield marathon

Note: Marathon 2020, half marathon and junior marathon have been cancelled. The 5K race is still scheduled, but check the event's website for the latest details. More than 1,000 runners make their way along the paved roads and trails of Georgia's most historic Civil War battle sites each year, at the 11th annual
Chickamauga Battle Marathon in Fort Oglethorpe, Half Marathon &amp; Junior Marathon, up to several hundred runners who finish the race half-marathon in previous years. Both the half-marathon and the full marathon start at 7:30 a.m. at the 6th Cavalry Museum, near the entrance to the visitor centre, at the northern
end of the Chickamauga &amp; Chattanooga National Military Park. From there, those running the 13.1 mile race follow an out-and-back loop course that winds in a direction roughly clockwise through the park, offering runners extensive views of about 1,400 memorials, cannons and monuments commemorating the
Battle of Chickamauga, the bloodiest two-day battle of the Civil War, which claimed the lives of nearly 4,000 Confederate and unit soldiers in September 1863. Needless to say, today's park is a much more peaceful place whose 5,500 acres are filled with forests, streams, wide open grass meadows, and horse and hiking
trails through the forest. The loop course takes the runners beyond a number of picturesque natural features of the park, as well as historical military memorials, and ends back from where the race began at the 6th Cavalry Museum. Along the way, the race route includes numerous hills, which the race organisers
describe as challenging, but not extraordinarily difficult. In addition to 26.2-mile and 13.1-mile races, the event also features a junior marathon for children in grades 1 to 6. Marathon Jr. participants run on the last mile of a total of 26.2 miles on race day, after completing 25.2 miles in the summer and fall preceding race
day. A cannon looks over Missionary Ridge in Chickamauga Battlefield National Park. (Photo by TJJohn12/flickr) One of the many monuments you will see along the race course at the Chickamauga Battlefield Half Marathon. (Photo by TJJohn12/flickr) The landscape inside the park at Chickamauga Battlefield Half
Marathon. (Photo by TJJohn12/flickr) Located in the northwest corner of the state, just over 11 miles south of Chattanooga, the small Georgia town of Fort Oglethorpe experiences usually cold in mild weather in the fall, and wetter weather in autumn and spring than in summer. In November, average temperatures
between 40°F and 61°F, while precipitation totals an average just under 4.9 inches, making November the third wett month of the year. On race day (14 November), the low average is 41oF and the high average 63oF. Map of the course of past results See the race route map for the Chickhuga Battlefield Half Marathon
here. Start time 07:30 - half marathon, full marathon 8:00 AM - 5K 10:00 - - Marathon fees $55-$95 for the $70-$110 half marathon for the full $25-$45 marathon for 5K Registration To book your place in 2020 running the Chickamauga Battlefield Marathon, Half Marathon, Jr. Marathon &amp; 5K, register online at
chattanooga Track Club here. The official site race www.battlefieldmarathon.com Facebook Conversations ever run in Chickamauga Battlefield Half Marathon? Share your impressions here or post the review in the comments below. See more races in: November, Georgia Come run Chickamauga Battlefield Marathon,
SemiMaraton, Jr. Marathon &amp; 5K race in Fort Oglethorpe this November Other editions Fort Oglethorpe,Georgia,United States November 3 mile/5K, 6 miles/10K, 13.1 mile/Half Marathon, 26.2 mile/Marathon Road Race Fort Oglethorpe 5k will still take place on November 14, 2020, as the 5k course does not enter
the park. Cancellation of The Chickamauga Battlefield Marathon, Half Marathon &amp; Junior Marathon At this time, the National Park Service cannot guarantee a race permit for the Chickamauga Battlefield Marathon, Half Marathon and Junior Marathon. NPS also informed us that the likelihood of having an event of this
size in November is highly unlikely. Given the time it takes to prepare for this race, chattanagoga Track Club decided to cancel the Chickamauga Marathon, the Half Marathon and the Junior Marathon in 2020. All currently enrolled in the Chickamauga Battlefield Marathon, Half Marathon and Junior Marathon will be
automatically postponed and registered for next year's race, scheduled for November 13, 2021. Chickamauga Battlefield Marathon, Half Marathon, Junior Marathon &amp; Fort Olgethorpe 5k is produced by Chattanooga Track Club and is presented by the Fort Oglethorpe Tourism Association. The Chickamauga
Battlefield Marathon, in its 40th year, takes place through Chickamauga &amp; Chattanooga National Military Park in northwestern Georgia. The park honors one of the most important battles of the Civil War. The Chickamauga Battlefield Marathon runs through Chickamauga &amp; Chattanooga National Military Park in
northwestern Georgia. The park honors one of the most important battles of the Civil War. Selected by VacationHomeRentals.com as the best marathon in Georgia. Voted Race of the Year in 2012 and 2013 by local runners. In 2010, Runner's World readers selected the marathon as the friendliest for families, second
place in the most picturesque marathon and third for best general marathon. In 2007, it was selected as Runner's World must-do run through marathon history since 2007.The Chickamauga Battlefield Marathon, Half Marathon, Junior Marathon &amp; Fort Olgethorpe 5k is produced by the Chattanooga Track Club and is
presented by the Fort Oglethorpe Tourism Association.Number of runners have qualified for the Boston Marathon on this course. The results will be provided to the Boston Athletic Association. Course certificate by USATF (Certification # GA08015WC). Course Course The marathon, which begins and ends at the 6th
Cavalry Museum, located near the park's visitor centre, has two loops in the Chickamauga &amp; Chattanooga National Military Park. About 23 miles of the double-loop portion of the course runs through the historic military park. Traffic is usually easy in the park. Sentinels will be posted at every major turn and all turns
will be marked. Each mile and a half of marathons will be marked. Chickamauga Battlefield Marathon is a great race (about: 2019) Course: 5 Organization: 5 Fans: 5 M.R. from Atlanta, GA (11/12/19) 1 previous marathon | 1 Chickamauga Battlefield Marathon This was my first marathon, so I didn't much of a point of
comparison, but I liked everything about this race. It was well organized and the logistics were seamless, right up to the parking lot on the site. The course was nice, with minimal traffic and assistance officers at a few road crossings. The changing leaves, historical landmarks, monuments and deer that are made through
open fields made for a contemplative, wonderful run. Spectators were few, but the support and the race was relatively small, which I prefer over the noise and sit for the position. I liked that the marathon consisted of a double loop; it was nice to know what was before at the end of the race. Full runners and half marathon
starts together, but there was a short out and back around mile 3, which created a little more space. It was a cold start to 27 degrees with temperatures in the mid-40s at the end of the race, but layers and hand heaters made the temperature a non-problem. Long-sleeved tee, mug glass, medal, and framed bib were all of
good quality and beautiful memories. Be sure to bring your own nutrition; Powerade and water available with bananas and oranges along the route, but Gu was limited. Page 2 Beautiful rural marathon! (about: 2014) Course: 5 Organization: 5 Fans: 3 K. R. from Atlanta, GA (11/11/14) 6-10 previous marathons | 1
Chickamauga Battlefield Marathon It's very small little. According to the results of the race posted online, 420 people completed the marathon. There's half a marathon going on simultaneously, and about 800 people have finished that. There is also a 5K, which starts half an hour later than the marathon, and a junior
marathon for children, which starts 4-1/2 hours after the start of the marathon. It's Friendly Chattanagoga Track Club put on a professional, well-managed race for sure, but still felt very familiar and personable. It's nice Yes, the weather can be cold at this time of year, but the foliage is all autumnal and the scenery is
wonderful and rural. It's reasonable that I registered earlier for $70. It's a pretty cheap marathon. When I started to consider racing like my stab at a BQ, I really didn't want to spend long or travel too far. I read that traffic on the road leading into Battlefield really supports the morning marathon, but I was too early for any of
that. The field was covered in frost and it was cold there when took a port-a-olita quick break. I didn't think to bring a flashlight, but it would have been handy. The sun wouldn't be up for another 45 minutes to an hour. The colors were presented, and the National Anthem was (beautifully) sung. The race was started by a
replica of the civil war... Shock wave literally shaken me. The course starts by running a small loop around the start/finish waiting area, then makes its way to Battlefield Park. A lot of viewers have been through this whole section. After a mile and a half, the course changes from the road to a (weak) paved route. On this
portion, the foot is not large - there are a lot of potholes and portions of the route have been damaged by the tree roots below. It's certainly not like a technical lead, but it's enough to require your focus. And frankly, it didn't bother me when I came out. That part lasted maybe a mile, maybe less, and then I appeared back
on the road and on the flesh of the course: the two large loops around the Battlefield. I went back and forth about I thought I'd feel about doing a double loop course, but I was happy with this. Doing two loops really helped me focus on staying relaxed and positive for the first half. After we got through the first half, I felt
confident and ready to approach the second half, because I had already seen it! The first loop was kind of foggy: there were very regular water stops every two miles or so. Each of them was run a little differently and some were more organized than others. The stops weren't very crowded, but it was really useful just to
look someone right in the eye, even the point at the cup that they were holding and saying water?. Only one stop was arranged so that Powerade was on one side and the water on the other. Volunteers at that stop made signs to say that, and the volunteers shouted: Powerade on the left, water on the right!. He's been
very helpful. Crowd support was very easy, but there were patches of a lot of spectators at maybe three or four seats per course. The highlight, though, was of two women dressed in elaborate southern Belle costumes, cheering their hearts at about mile 5-1/2 and 17. God bless those women. He deserves a special
award. I thought that managing the marathon/half marathon would be pretty straight forward: races started together, and I assumed that the half marathons would run exactly half the marathon course. Somewhere after mile 8, though, half marathons run on a road, do an out-and-back and then re-join the marathon
course. It's not a problem, really, as long as you don't get caught up in trying to keep up with the people around you; The half-marathons we joined were running a little faster than we were, because they were further away in their race. It's uniformafter mile 9, when marathoners go down a bit and back as half marathoners
On. All this means that mercy are not the same for marathoners and half-marathons. Add that to the fact that the marathon course is a double loop, and there were a lot of mile-markers on the course. It didn't bother me, though; it was just something to pay attention to as miles click edit. I'm not good at accounting for the
size of elevation profiles, so this race really intimidated me. He seemed very hilly. According to the stats on my Garmin, however, I won 514 yards across the entire race. My normal 6 mile easy route has about 300 feet of growth, so this felt very running and manageable for me as an Atlanta area runner. The marathon
trail passes over a timing mat at the half-marathon point, and the half marathons are just beyond their 11-mile mark. He's heading home, and the marathon course starts the second loop. When the second loop is finished, it is back on the badly paved path. I'm pretty sure I just re-followed the same steps, going in the
opposite direction as the first part of the course, but it seemed endless this second time. You know, like you were at the mercy of 24-1/2 of a marathon. I wasn't saying much at the moment, but I know I said 'LaST!' when I saw a normal street ahead. Then he was on those streets with a lot of turns. Each turn had a
friendly volunteer shouting directions this way, to the right! and encouragement. Looking strong! All the way!, as well as help 400 meters to the finish line!, which is very nice when you can not see the finish line. Suddenly, we returned on the road that we had curled up in the first mile of the race, moving along a wonderful
descent towards the finish. There are people milling around in the giant field off to the side of the start/finish area and I could hear the announcer over the speaker. They even announced my name when I got close to the finish line. (You may have filled out something on the registration page that said it was good to do
that.) I crossed the finish line, had a medal put around my neck and was handed a sports bottle (with the lid already popped open) filled with ice cold water. I always have a ton of problems opening caps on containers and bottles immediately after completing a marathon, so this gesture was so wonderful. After I walked a
little, I went to my car and put on my warm clothes. I didn't need to check a bag, because my car was so close. Then I took advantage of the food tent, but was having trouble processing all the options. I needed something to eat, so I got things: a slice of pizza, soup, a cup of pudding and a moon pie or two. Soup was
the best choice. It was easy to get off, it was hot, and it hit the spot. Pudding was easier to stomach than pizza (which I gave up after a bite), but it was so much like Gu that I wasn't thrilled to eat. If I had known that I'd be able to get back into the food tent again (oops), I would have taken two soups and maybe looked
around for some pretzels or something. It wasn't Playing band, the sun was shining, our kids were there along with my mom in law and some friends. We were able to sit (even we settled) on the grass and just enjoyed the time. It would have been good to have hidden a blanket in the car along with my warm clothes so
that I could have spread that on the ground for everyone to stand on. Just before noon, we lined up the kids for the mile race and were set off with a booming start as well. As each child finished, they were given a miniature version of the adult's finishing medal and a bottle of water. We went to the food tent so that the
child could choose a little snack, but there was a kerfuffle going between a parent and the person responsible for checking the bracelets. Apparently, he was told not to let the children in the child's race; that the food tent was only for marathon and half marathon finalists. That made perfect sense to me, so I moved on;
After all, if 150 kids come and even take just a piece of pizza, there wouldn't be much left for marathon finalists who were still on course. The best pieces: beautiful, family friendly, budget-friendly, low-key and easy logistics. A good race to run with a friend or group if you don't want to be alone on the course. Not-so-great:
a little solitary, that rough paved route. None of these things would be deal-breakers for me. I hope I can come back again and again. The race was fantastic for me personally. I PR'ed and BQ'ed. Page 3 3 booms for the price of 1 (about: 2011) Course: 5 Organization: 4 Fans: 3 T. S. from Indianapolis (11/21/11) 11-50
previous marathons | 1 Chickamauga Battlefield Marathon I recommend this race for anyone looking for a quick time in a nice setting. It was the first time I took a double-loop course, something that initially made me hesitate to sign up, but it turned out to be a problem. Familiarity seemed to help a second time. Coming
from the flatlands, the hills were a concern, but they were mostly rollers, and what goes up didn't really come down. The weather was ideal, so I'm sure it's usually the first part of November. It's not a PR, but I've been less than a minute since my first BQ (helps to get older). I give high marks to the organization for the
same reason that others might give low marks: the delay from the start. While I was there in a lot of time, I would have been sorely disappointed if I had been one of those stuck in traffic. Kudos for the organization is not a simple group-book and instead be willing to change things on the fly to benefit more people. The
fact that there was a heated tent made the wait a little easier. That being said, if you're driving to the race, be sure to get off to an early start. cannon was a great way to start the race. It was fired by mistake to start wheelchair racers, but no problem: re-enactors quickly recharged and on it went again. And then, about four
hours later, so was I. delicious soup, was fired again. Whoo-hoo! Three explosions! Page 4 Wonderful Mid-Autumn Race (about: 2011) Course: 5 Organization: 5 Fans: 3 V.D. from Omaha, NE (11/12/11) 11-50 previous marathons | 1 Chickamauga Battlefield Marathon This was a very big race. Picking up the packages
was very good and efficient. The thoroughbred shirt was a nice long-sleeved tech shirt with a small expo if you need it. The morning race was OK, I got there early, and parked about a block from the start line. Although they had to delay the race begins with 15 minutes, because traffic was sustained near gun time. The
race starts with a real cannon shot, very cool. The course is wonderful. It's a nice mix of Polly Hills. Nothing extreme or steep, but welcome, though, to keep it interesting. The course is on the roads of the Chickamauga Battlefield, and mostly covered tree, and was two loops. The autumn foliage was in full bloom, with
roads covered by trees. Just a fantastic run. The aid stations were abundant and supplied with water, Powerade (various flavors), and bananas and apples, and a couple had Gu. The finish line celebrations included drinks, soup, pizza, cakes and banana pudding and were very abundant. The medal changes every year
and commemorates one of the monuments in the park. The medal was customized for the date, along with a custom ribbon for the date. Generally a fantastic marathon in the hills of northern Georgia. Page 5 An amazing experience (about: 2010) Course: 5 Organizing: 5 Fans: 5 Z. L. from Kingsport, Tennessee
(11/16/10) First Marathon First, I wanted to thank the organizers and volunteers for outstanding jobs and support. So was my 1st marathon, I read a lot of the former runner reviews about this race and found that they were very valuable to me. I had to admit that my goal was to survive, no matter how long it would take.
Luckily, we're done in 4 hours and 17 minutes. It was sweet and also an amazing experience for me. I would say that support from race organisers and volunteers was the key to ending the race. So I benefited so much from the former comment runners, I would like to share some of my thoughts with those who may not
be familiar with this course. Family-Friendly: There were plenty of parking spaces on the start race/arrival site. I drove there at 7:15 a.m. from the hotel and found a parking spot near the right road museum. Three shuttle buses ran continuously and took spectators and family members to the battlefield at 3 stations during



the race. My wife and two daughters (13 and 7) really enjoyed it. They saw me and applauded me in two different locations throughout the course. My youngest daughter ran off with me for the last 20 yards and finish line together. After the race, runners (along with their friends and families) lie on the grass lawn, listening
to the band's performance live and enjoying post-race food. After lunch, my family visited Tennessee Tennessee while I was lying in our van for a break. After that, we returned to Kingsport in northeast Tennessee. It was a good family and holiday activity. Excellent and thoughtful organizers: As soon as I crossed the
finish line, a very nice lady gave me an impressive medal. Another nice lady with a camera gave me a plate (which had my bib number and my name on it, acknowledging my marathon 1) and took a photo of me. It was a sweet surprise and an honor for me. While I'm still curious about how they figured out the 1st
marathoners among so many who were crossing the finish line, I'm convinced that they must have spent a lot of time and effort to plan this race. They were very thoughtful and kind. Volunteers at the 6 help stations (serving both water and sports drink) were outstanding. A medium, Rolling Course: In the comments of the
former runner, there were different views as to whether this course is hilly or flat. So I regularly run in Warriors Path State Park in Kingsport, TN, I would like to use it as a reference. Warriors Path has a USATF 10K certified course. State of Franklin Track Club (SFTC, the local club) evaluates this course as MEDIUM
ROLLING. So I'd say that the Chickamauga Battlefield course is medium running. But, it's a very demanding course. In my memory, the section from ~6.3 to 7.8 miles (~17.5 to 19 miles) on Viniard Alexander Road was ~1.5 miles long climbing steady (but not extreme at all). During the 1st loop, it didn't seem like a big
deal. But in the second loop, it was a challenge for me and some of my fellow runners. There were also several uneven sections (e.g. road surfaces significantly inclined from side to side) due to curves; I could feel that the inner part of the left knee hurts, especially in the 2nd loop. So training on an uneven road will
definitely help to run this course. I'll be back again! Page 6 My Favorite Things! (about: 2009) Course: 5 Organization: 5 Fans: 4 L.S. de la Bonaire, GA (11/19/09) 6-10 previous marathons | 1 Chickamauga Battlefield Marathon This race combines two things I'm passionate about: Running and History! History buffs: Put
this one on the calendar. The course was mainly through a wooded area strewn with memorials and monuments. Every once in a while you would come on these beautiful foggy clearings around a monument to the battle of the civil war that was leading there. It was amazing and emotional. I haven't seen any deer, but
I've talked to several others who have. Autumn is by far my favorite season, and as others have commented, the weather and colors of autumn are absolutely perfect! This was my first two-loop course. I've heard some negative comments about it, but honestly it didn't bother me It wasn't familiar enough to feel like I was
looking at the same things twice. I was also able to anticipate more challenging hills the second time around. Speaking of hills... since hilly is a relative term, I will try to describe it All I can. None of the hills are extreme. The worst is between miles 18 and 19. However, almost the entire course consists of small inclinations
and decreases. You always seem to go up or down. Break the muscle monotony, but I wouldn't call this course easy. However, I pRed for 20 minutes and broke four hours for the first time. The race organization is top notch. No complaints. The food after the race was the best I've ever seen. Unfortunately, I can't eat after
a marathon, but my husband (who did half) ate enough for both of us. Soup, banana pudding, pizza! Crowd support is nothing like a big city marathon, but that wouldn't be in place here. It's a peaceful, purist marathon. The supporters who were out were great... especially the kids who wanted to give you a high-five as
you passed. Technical t-shirt and medal - great. Especially given the entrance fee. Don't forget anything. The exhibition is TINY! I stayed at the Hometown Inn; was very clean, but had no house later than lunch. Page 7 A total explosion! Literally! (about: 2009) Course: 5 Organization: 5 Fans: 1 Lynda Webber from
Chattanooga, Tennessee (11/15/09) 6-10 previous marathons | 1 Chickamauga Battlefield Marathon ***BOOM*** cannon cannon, driven by about six canoneers from Marshall's Tennessee Battery, all dressed in authentic civil war soldier costume. The 1,500 scared runners jumped and jumped forward in unison on an
absolutely perfect autumn morning in North Georgia to begin the 30th annual Chickamauga Battleground Marathon and Half Marathon through the nation's oldest military park. Any kinks last year seem to have been run over - as the race began in time among the stately military barracks in the historic Barnhardt circle,
and the exhibition was bigger and better than ever. Volunteers were awesome, and there was plenty of PowerAde and water on the easy running course - which meandered past numerous cannons and monuments (and undoubtedly ghosts) from the old battlefield. No city streetsm so not many spectators here, but the
scenery was wonderful. The pasta dinner the night before the race, provided by Carraba's Italian Grill, was fabulous, and the venue (a day school cafeteria) was decorated at the handle with a civil war theme. Entertainment was provided by Barefoot Nellies, an amazing bluegrass trio from Chattanooga (all properly
dressed in Civil War attire), and a fabulous time was definitely had of this runner. Last but not least was the medal of the grand final! I understand that in 2007, the race introduced a series of commemorative marathon finisher medals featuring a different state monument to the Chickamauga Battlefield every year. The
2009 medal presented the monument to South Carolina, and it was certainly a collector's item that I was proud to add to my existing marathon finisher's. This was a great race in every respect; everyone should try it at least once! Page 8 Beautiful course; Friendly city (about: 2008) Course: 5 Organization: 4 Fans: 5
Bonnie Lou from Stone Mountain, GA (12/11/08) 2 previous marathons Uncrowded, but not alone. The autumn colors were beautiful, and it was cool to see the deer along the way. The weather was cold at first, but perfect after the first few miles. The first water stops were crowded, expected when running with 1/2
marathoners. The course was somewhat complicated, splitting from 1/2 and then merging several times. Fortunately, the course monitors were on, and directed me when needed. What about the boys in charge of the last water stop at Mila 25? They were stupid off so long I just ran past to save time. Bored teenagers.
Unlike a previous poster, I was amused and rested when I found myself close to the finish just as the kids were completing their 1-mile run. I enjoyed running with the kids and even sped up to make sure none of them passed me! I can't have an 8-year-old beat me. A lot of fun, listening to the coaching parents as they ran
next door. Open your step was good advice that I took advantage of. The post-race line for food was long, so I skipped it and ate a Clif Bar hidden in my bag. This was my first double-loop marathon; make the second half so much easier when you know what to expect. That probably had a lot to do with the negative split.
For starters, I came across a few volunteers at the pre-race pasta dinner that made much of my name. They recognized me throughout the course and cheered me several times during the race! This was a real treat, so I ran alone, and had no family or friends as spectators. Thank you all, including the other Bonnie for
making me smile while I was running. All in all, an excellent experience! Page 9 Not one my husband and I will do again (about: 2008) Course: 2 Organization: 3 Fans: 4 D.B. from Mauldin, SC (11/10/08) 4-5 previous marathons | 1 Chickamauga Battlefield Marathon This run is overrated. It's a very challenging course,
with only 2 porta-potties on the entire course (and even then, they weren't visible, so I missed going at that time). So I felt miserable for another four or five miles. I had a big pace, but the bathroom problem was serious. I had a BQ time until this bathroom problem came up and I couldn't get to a facility at the right time. If
I could have found the porta-olita at 4 miles, I think I could have recovered much better. Then at mile 12 or 13 miles the potty porta was not yet visible and then just a feature with a line. Many complaints from those waiting in line. All marathons, small or large, should have good facilities visible and on the route. Girls are
not eager to go into the woods and I wasted a lot of time cause waiting too long and then this caused more difficulties. All other marathons, even smaller than this, have these facilities available and visible. I thought the race that starts 15 minutes late was very reckless. If you are going to run a marathon, it should be in a
lot of time and do not hold up the race for a few people who decided to run on marathon day. All runners took their fluids in preparation for the marathon and was then postponed. A marathon is a serious training event, and for this reason, marathon registration should have been cut within a week before the race. I liked
the people on the trail who were playing for us. But the buses coming down the paths were very annoying and hard to run. The bikers who helped us were great. I think in the future you need to organize the facilities better, start on time and have the exhibition so it was announced. My husband and I run many other
marathons and it wasn't as organized as others I did. I was surprised to hear people so positively about this course. But even with these problems, we beat another 20 minutes from a marathon time last year. Page 10 Beautiful Course, Great New Start / Finish! (about: 2008) Course: 5 Organization: 5 Fans: 4 Don Allen
from Georgia (11/9/08) 50 + previous marathons | 3 Chickamauga Battlefield Marathons This was my third Chickamauga Battlefield Marathon, and I'm sure I'll be back to do it again. This is one of the most beautiful courses I've ever run: and it's during the most beautiful time of year, with all the autumn foliage in dazzling
color. Along the route you will see a wide variety of military monuments, and even a few deer. There were some changes for 2008, which for the most part made it a more enjoyable experience. The start/arrival area, which was originally at a church south of the park, is now north of the park adjacent to a large field.
Although the facilities at the church were very nice, the area was even better, especially on a beautiful, sunny day. In bad weather, it probably wouldn't be as much fun, but the organizers seemed ready for all the contingencies, with large tents set up and areas related to special activities. There were plenty of parking,
chairs, portable toilets, and even a children's play area with large inflatable slides. A large gazebo provided the area for announcers and dignitaries, and the arrival area included a very good performance of a live band. If my feet hadn't been so sore, I would have loved dancing! As always at Chickamauga, have plenty of
post-race food with pizza and bagels and cookies and fresh fruit and desserts. But the best absolute food is soup; and the best soup is chicken soup from the southwest of the country. Yum! The 2008 course followed much of the same route as the 2007 course, with some minor exceptions. The good thing about
redirection is that you didn't have to cross the major highway on the south side of the park. The bad part was there was about a quarter of a mile from which required a little more attention than the rest of the course. Cross this area twice: around mile 1 and mile 25. Anyone who has done any route of operation realizes
that this is literally a walk in the park, although I've heard some about it from other runners. It's nowhere near as bad as the rocky sections of The Grandfather's Mountain Marathon. The hills are moderate and short, and since this is a double loop, you know what to expect. The crowds are thin in most of the route, but that
is expected in this type of park. The roads were not closed to traffic, but traffic was not a problem, and volunteers and police were excellent in keeping the road clear. Aid stations were also well stocked with staff, and (possibly in response to a complaint last year) several of the separate water and PowerA stations on
opposite sides of the path. The goodies were nice. They have a well designed medal (traditional, round, but attractive - with a new design every year) and a nice addition to the long-sleeved technical shirt was the slightly breathable working cover. The cover makes clear how far you ran: letters over 2 CM tall read 26.2,
surrounded by the text Chickamauga Battlefield MARATHON. Great job! Page 11 Race outstanding ... Particularly good for the first-time (about: 2007) Course: 5 Organization: 5 Fans: 4 M.R. from Atlanta, Georgia (12/31/07) 1 previous marathon | 1 Chickamauga Battlefield Marathon This was my first marathon, and I
can honestly say it couldn't have gone any better. The organization was superb (in and out of registration/pickup package in less than 2 minutes). The food and liquid along the route was great. The jersey was very nice, and there is a special gift for marathoners for the first time. The weather was beautiful, the scenery
was great, and the deer in the fields just made the whole morning more picturesque. If you are considering doing this marathon, do it! Page 12 Make this little marathon while it's still small! (about: 2007) Course: 5 Organization: 5 Fans: 3 A.P. from Burlington, NC (11/15/07) 6-10 previous marathons | 1 Chickamauga
Battlefield Marathon Kudos to the race director and almost all volunteers. This was the best running marathon I've ever finished. I arrived at 9:30 the night before the race and was still able to pick up my race package. I liked there was a small brochure highlighting all the key information about the race (eg, course map,
the best places to view runners, estimated arrival time, and a brief history of the area we would be running!). I found having to pick up my chip in the morning of the race weird and cumbersome, but this ended up going smoothly for me, even though I would have preferred to get it the night before. Since the race passes
through a national park (for example, do not run through neighborhoods), fan support is limited. But my wife and daughter have seen me 5 times on this course. During the marathons in San Francisco and Charlottesville, my wife saw me 0 times during the race! The fans who are out there supporting you are Another
thing I liked about this race is that there were no half-marathons. Therefore, you run with marathoners all the way, which allows you to keep pace and keep partners running. Running. during a marathon, I find myself running alone after the halfway point. Not so for this race, I ran with a guy named Stan for the whole race
(by the way, great job on finishing the first Stan marathon!). Well laid out course (you do two loops along a mostly flat land), nice time of year (the trees are superb), and perfect weather! The medal was great, along with the post-race table. There are three things that bugged me that didn't discourage from my excellent
overall experience: 1) the kids at one of the help stations were completely inappropriate and should have been reprimanded by one of the adults working at the same help station (for example, one child held in the water for me and another kid came up to him and beat it out of his hand and gave me some water. Keep in
mind that this was around 23 miles); 2) although the shirt was very very nice, it was also short in the sleeves for me; and 3) there were no free massages at the end of the race. Kudos for the race organizers. I highly recommend this marathon. Page 13 Nice small race (about: 2006) Course: 4 Organization: 4 Fans: 2 L.M.
from Madison, WI (12/5/06) 11-50 previous marathons | 1 Chickamauga Battlefield Marathon The Good: -Great Volunteers -They well stored help stations (ran the sports drink towards the end, but there was plenty of food to compensate). -Beautiful historical course on newly-covered black roads; course with two loops,
which I thought would bother me, but did not. Lots of hills. Could-Fi-Enhanced: -Getting a cotton tee rather than a technical tee is a personal complaint of mine, but in this case, I won't cry too much because the race was so cheap price. - I was fixated on pizza for the last six miles of the race, so of course they ran out of
pizza until I got there. So I saw many children and other family members who were definitely not racing the stuffing themselves with the food finish line, I can only assume they enjoyed my slices for me. The rest of the food was enough, but unspectacular. - Don't expect many spectators on the route. It is a very nice
pastoral setting, but not alone thanks to the company of other friendly runners. Page 14 One of the best kept marathon running secrets (about: 2006) Course: 4 Organization: 5 Fans: 2 M. F. from Vine Grove, Ky (11/13/06) 11-50 previous marathons | 1 Chickamauga Battlefield Marathon Chickamauga is a holder. The
course is not nearly as difficult (hilly) after the site promises. The park is absolutely beautiful and not at all boring. The marathon has the sensation of running on the rural roads and is a beautiful escape from the marathons of the big cities. Spectators are few and far between, but I was in good company, among other
runners, so I was never alone. Stations help are spaced every two miles or so and some have had slices of orange and bananas as well as powerade/water. Post-race food was one of the best I've seen after a marathon: pizza, fruit, homemade soups, bread assortment, banana pudding. It is inside a basement, which
gives you a chance to sit down in the seats and mix with the other runners. The course is well marked with mile markers, but no time clocks, so wear a watch if you care about splits. Also, the few intersections that you cross are personal for safety, so there is no problem dodging vehicles. This marathon is a high-quality
marathon. There may be few participants (323 this year), but the whole event is well organized, voluter-friendly, and hassle-free. Page 15 A well-run, small and picturesque marathon (about: 2005) Course: 4 Organization: 4 Fans: 4 C S McIntire de la Marietta, GA (11/14/05) 2 previous marathons | 1 Chickamauga
Battlefield Marathon Only the second marathon, but I did many 5Ks, 10Ks, and halves, so I feel comfortable in saying that even if it lacks in the number of spectators and any kind of expo, it is more than it does because with a scenic course, excellent volunteers, and very good organization. Some details: Start / Finish -
Plenty of parking and easy in before the race and outside after the race. We were able to stay in our warm car until 5 minutes before we started, which was nice. The finish line part had a lot of good food recovery, like pizza and cookies. The course was mostly picturesque and gentle. I know the course had to change this
year because of the construction of roads, but everything was well marked and I didn't notice any confusion. There were several areas that friends and family could cheer for you as you came by or where you could drop off or pick things up from them (gel, sports drink, clothing, and such). There were also several points
along the course where runners passed each other (going in opposite directions) and gave words of encouragement. Spectators - while limited in number were certainly generous with their encouragement and enthusiasm. Volunteers and Help Stations - Help stations were about two miles away. All the aid stations had
water and sports drinks, and most had ibuprofen, oranges, Vaseline, and Band-Sida. So We approached many of the help stations, volunteers would say good job and ask you and feel if they could get anything. Other miscellaneous items - The medal is quite nice. T-shirt: while of good quality, the design was just so-so
this year. No real expo, which is fine with me because I don't usually spend a lot of time on those anyway. In addition, it makes picking up the racing package quickly and easily. The race is just 20 minutes from Chattanooga, TN and about 90 minutes from Atlanta, GA &amp; both nice places to spend a weekend. If you
are looking to run in a marathon with a gentle and scenic course and one that is not so crowded that it takes 3-4 miles just get to your pace then I would highly recommend Chickamauga Battlefield Marathon. Page 16 Pleasant race with my daughter... (about: 2004) Course: 5 Organization: 5 Fans: 4 David Terrill, Sr. de la
Tatentum, Pa. (12/10/04) 11-50 previous marathons | 1 Chickamauga Battlefield Marathon I want to thank Tim Ensign and his staff Volunteers for their hard work in bringing us this race and the National Park Service to allow a horde of runners to requisition the battle park for the day. I accompanied my daughter during
the first marathon experience, and the memories are priceless. The landscape was inspired in mid-November by weather cooperation, and the running and twisting course enough to be anything but boring. When fans grouped, there was plenty of vocal support. Most of the time, you're alone with your thoughts. A
welcome relief from the great jungle city of concrete runs. The surface of the road was rough for much of the course, so a lot of concentration goes on the placement of the foot. It can get painful if you let your mind wander too long, or watch deer feeding in meadows as you run past. I love the running route, and some of
the stretches were as close to being trails as it gets. Very quiet. It would be highly appreciated if the NPS would allow a few more porta-johns on the road - too many runners answer nature's call if someone's grandfather may have taken the last breath. I felt there were many souls who did not rest in peace in the woods. I
was also disappointed by the number of energy gel packs I saw the trash course. I know they become very heavy once they are empty, they require too much energy to be transported until a trash can is found. But really, a trash can placed every mile or so would be used by most runners. Very nice prizes to
commemerate first time finishes. Elegant touch. I doubt I'll be back until I finish my 50 state campaign, but I'm sure glad I chose Chickamauga as my ga run. Page 17 In general, a good experience (about: 2004) Course: 3 Organization: 4 Fans: 3 D. L. from Smyrna, GA (11/15/04) 1 previous marathon | 1 Chickamauga
Battlefield Marathon This was my first marathon, and overall it was a good experience. Organizers and participants were friendly, police officers stopping traffic were helpful and supportive, the check-in race ran smoothly, and the battlefield was nice. Seeing deer grazing in a field during the race was a nice bonus! The
race day conditions could not have been better at about 50 degrees and cloudy. My favorite part was post-race pizza and Little Debbies! Yum! On the other hand, a lot of the road that I ran was in bad shape making the leg difficult. Gatorade ran very early in the race, which was bad for those of us who were really
counting on it being there. I finished in a little over four hours with about half the participants behind me and there was already zero water left at the last water stop; just a few slices of banana in a box at an abandoned table. To And nothing to drink in the last five miles or more has been rough. There were very few
spectators, although those present were enthusiastic. I thanked everyone out loud when I came by because they were a welcome sight. It was a good day and I've made a lot of memories, but I doubt I'll come back. Page 18 big small race (about: 2004) Course: 4 4 5 Fans: 2 Robert Lopez of Seattle (11/14/04) 11-50
previous marathons | 1 Chickamauga Battlefield Marathon Hilly course. But beautiful hills, nothing too awful. And for every climb is a beautiful descent. No steep hills. This is a great race if you like small club-managed races. Good help stations reasonably located almost together. Powerade and water... and most had
fruits of some kind (which is beyond expectations, even in larger breeds). Friendly volunteers. It starts on time. You don't get breaks or clocks and you don't get rnr bands. But you also don't have to mix, shuffle, shuffle alongside 10,000 closest friends. The only one I wish we had... item was several potties. I'm sorry I had
to water the flowers of a scary civil war battlefield, but here you are. Very nice course, after others have mentioned. I didn't find the two loops to be boring at all, even though I did each twice. The roads were open but there was reasonable traffic control at 2 (?) major intersections we had to pass. Very few spectators, but
the people who were there were loud. Pizza after that. Any breed that serves pizza receives additional credit. Also, all first time marathoners (which is not me, unfortunately) received a special framework for their race number. A very elegant move. The shirt's like that, but it's good for a club race. The medal is great. Very
cool. A race directed by runners. I'll do it again one day. Page 19 A wooded race for non-trail runners (about: 2003) Course: 4 Organization: 4 Fans: 2 Mel White from Georgia USA (11/22/03) The course was changed in 2003, and from other people who did, the new one is an improvement. Because the main complaint I
heard about this race was that the beginning was hard to find, I made sure to check out to go from the host hotel to the home that is now at a Baptist church in Chickamauga. The course is an out-and-back with a double loop in the middle. I think that helped me. The first time I was waiting around for this series of hills, but
nothing seemed to be as bad as those on my training runs here in Georgia. This cheered me up considerably, and the second loop around seemed to be shorter, though I might be going slower. Although the race as a whole was well organized and had a lot of support and help stations, I feel it could have been better
with mile markers and split times. While the mile markers for the 10-mile race were huge, tall, white and hard to miss, those for the marathon were short, squatting, small things, dark blue. Sometimes they were on the left side of the road, sometimes they were on the right. I missed seeing more of them, including the one
at the first mile. It should also have been divided or given by miles 1, 5, 10, 13.1, 15, 20 and 25 (in with the race brochure). I didn't see mile one or anyone that split times there, and there was anyone at 10, but no one at 5, 13.1, or 25 (I saw markers for them and there was no one around); were divisions given at miles 10
10 20. My only complaint about the race organization was that at some point on the loop of volunteers who were checking the race number (to prevent cheating), basically made me stop so that they could write my number. This happened not once, but four times. But the course was great; very nice with autumn leaves
and a lot to see. Medals are substantial, heavy and aesthetically pleasing; Shirt design is nice (no ads). If you want to be in the woods, but you don't want to do a marathon, try this. Page 20 It's not a bad little race... (about: 2000) Course: 4 Organization: 4 Fans: 5 A Runner from Southwest Virginia (11/15/00) Small,
super-friendly marathon. All in all, a pleasant walk through the well-preserved battle park (which made the hair on this ol' Civil War buff's neck stand on the end). Of course, while mostly flat, it has some rolling sections, but generally quite moderate. Drop the score a star because of a few rough paving sections. Good
organization, including racing staff and course workers, and nice facilities. Again, the score dropped by a star because a few of the mile markers were placed incorrectly (come on, folks, this is an easy but essential one). Spectators are few (which is very good with me), but enthusiastic. Aid station workers, including
numerous long-timers, are particularly supportive. Five stars, since quality is much more important to me than quantity. Page 21 An excellent race through a National Park (about: 1997) Course: 5 Organization: 5 Fans: 3 A runner from Franklin, TN (5/12/00) This was my first marathon. The course was rolling hills with a
few toughies. It's a two-loop course. The first time in the marathon finishes receive a certificate framed with the number of race at the finish. The help was excellent... bagels, bannanas, sports drinks and water. Finishers are notified by name to viewers as they cross the finish line. do it!!!! She!!!!
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